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Mounting with the Mounting Adaptor Bracket
LSG0 2.27.20

While the AutoSlide is made to work on almost any door, it does need to be fitted to each application. Sometimes, this requires shimming out the tracks or shimming down the unit body,
but other times one can use the included Mounting Adaptor bracket to perform an otherwise questionable installation. Illustrated below are just a few examples of the many ways the
Mounting Adaptor can be used when mounting your unit. All examples are on doors that slide left to open unless otherwise stated.
Note: this document is meant to be viewed in PDF format, so you can zoom in to view the provided photos with more detail.

Full face mount
Useful when there’s little to no space between
the wall/frame and sliding door panel. The unit
will be mounted entirely to the Mounting
Adaptor, so be sure to install the tracks tightly
against the motor wheel to ensure no chance
of slipping or grinding.

Inverted full face mount
Useful when there’s little to no space between
the wall/frame and sliding door panel and
extremely narrow vertical space. The unit will be
mounted entirely to the Mounting Adaptor, so be
sure to install the tracks tightly against the motor
wheel to ensure no chance of slipping or grinding.

Face reinforcement mount

Can be used to reinforce/secure a unit when
there’s a narrow space that only allows for the
inner three mounting holes (see outlined holes in
green below) to be used on the underside of the
doorframe. See below pictures for examples of
Mounting Adaptor placement.

(Note: in the above diagram the barn door is leftopening and open. In the photos below the barn
door is right-opening and open)

Barn door application mount
Similarly to the other two examples, this can
be used to reinforce or mount a unit to a
barn door, provided there’s enough
clearance between the wall and the sliding
panel. As always, be sure to mount the tracks
tightly to the motor wheel, to prevent
grinding.

(Note: the Mounting Adaptor bracket is 18”x1.6”x1.6”. When securing the unit to the Mounting Adaptor, take care to not damage the motor barrel, motherboard housing or any cabling; you may need to
drill new holes in the Mounting Adaptor and/or unit body frame. When drilling into drywall, be sure to use drywall anchors to have a secure mount.)

Pocket Door Mounting

The AutoSlide can usually be mounted on a pocket door frame in two ways (depicted in
the below diagrams). The left diagram depicts the standard mounting method, mounting
over the sliding panel (clear opening). This method is shown in the pictures on this sheet.
The right method of floor mounting is usually a last resort and is only recommended if
another method isn’t an option.
We offer (as alternatives to our standard tracks) slim pocket door tracks, which can be
used to slide into tighter spaces (see the top right photo for comparison). To get these
slim tracks with your unit, please email or call us (and wait for a reply) before you place
your order, so we know to include them. Note that even if you get slim tracks, you’ll likely
still need to cut a notch in the stationary panel for the tracks to slide into when the door
is opening (this notch can be seen in the top second from the right photo, where the
track slides into the stationary panel).
In the event the tracks are unable to meet the motor due to the pocket door framing,
shims may be needed, as shown in the top second from the left photo, to push out the
tracks to meet the motor’s wheel.
The AutoSlide is a versatile machine capable of automating a range of doors, including ‑
with proper installation ‑ your very own pocket door.
Pocket Door Info: https://autoslide.com/autoslide‑range/automatic‑pocket‑barn‑doors/
Pocket Door Example Video: https://youtu.be/fN3icIn_kHc
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The AutoSlide is compatible with almost any barn door, but when mounted is unable to open the door to the full opening width by a couple inches (due to the position of the motor
wheel and its overlap with the track). This can be resolved by shifting/extending the track past the width of the sliding panel by a small amount, and reinforcing the extruded portion to
the sliding panel (either via a metal bracket or wooden piece). The door can then open fully, and the motor wheel has contact with the track throughout the door’s range of motion.

